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The pace of disruptive innovation is increasing 

1964 2027 

Source: Innosight, 2018 Corporate Longevity Forecast 

Average lifespan of the S&P 500 companies 



Bookseller? Taxi? DVDs?

Redefining industries

Hotels?



Pinterest, built on AWS, 
helps 200 million users 
discover new ideas





The enterprise IT spectrum 

Frequency

Minimal change is the default state Change is constant



Enterprises often focus on big ideas



And match those ideas with big projects

Scope of project













Becoming innovative

From

To



How AWS enables customer innovation

Focus on 
what matters

Scale ideas 
quickly

Democratization 
of capabilities

Rapid 
experimentation
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Invention requires two things: 
the ability to try a lot of 
experiments, and not having to 
live with the collateral damage 
of failed experiments.

Andy Jassy

CEO, Amazon Web Services



Rapid experimentation

Significant upfront 
investment to test ideas

Pay as you consume for services, reducing 
the cost of experimentation

Constraints Possibilities

Expensive failures prevent 
testing of multiple ideas 

Flexibility to pivot reduces risk

Long wait times for infrastructure to 
be set up

Quickly spin up resources or use cloud-
native services, increasing agility



Agero created the MileUp 
app and used crash 
prediction to speed up 
emergency response



Democratization of capabilities

Constraints Possibilities

Builders constrained by 
limited set of prepurchased tools

Immediate access to the 
broadest and deepest set of 
services

Difficult to process and 
analyze data at scale

Faster and deeper insights 
from all your data

Advanced capabilities like 
AI/ML are out of reach of many

Putting ML within the reach 
of every developer





of digital transformation initiatives 

will be supported by AI in 201940%
—IDC 2018

Put AI to work for your business



Frameworks Interfaces Infrastructure

AI services

Broadest and deepest set of capabilities

Vision Speech Language Chatbots Forecasting Recommendations

ML services

ML frameworks + infrastructure
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Amazon SageMaker

The Amazon Machine Learning (ML) Stack



More machine learning happens on AWS than anywhere else
10,000+ customers   |  2× the customer references  |  85% of TensorFlow projects in the cloud happen on AWS



Ryanair personalizes 
customer travel plans 
with machine learning
“Machine learning is hugely important to 
our growth, and we’re pursuing a variety 
of AWS machine learning services, including 
Amazon SageMaker, to personalize the 
MyRyanair portal for every unique traveler.”

—John Hurley

Chief Technology Officer, Ryanair

Routes support 

requests to the right 

assistance type

Automatically 

detects flight 

surge demand

Enhances and 

personalizes 

customer experience



GE Healthcare creates 
new digital business 
“Advancing medical outcomes requires 
processing large amounts of healthcare data 
with governed access to that data for research 
as well as clinical application . . . . We chose 
AWS for GE Health Cloud for its breadth of 
services and commitment to making those 
services compliant with global health data 
regulations, which was key for us.”

—Mitch Jackson

Vice President of Cloud Strategy and Technology, 

GE Healthcare Digital

Establishes an 

ecosystem for 

innovation 

Improves diagnosis 

and treatment by 

using machine 

learning

Enables image 

collaboration across 

primary care, 

specialists, and 

care settings GE Healthcare



Focus on what matters the most

Constraints Possibilities

Time spent to build and run 
infrastructure

Test, build, run, and 
improve new products

Significant spending tied 
to running the business

Unlock savings to invest 
in growth ideas 

Majority of the effort spent 
on keeping the lights on

Focus highly skilled IT 
resources on innovation



Sky‘s royal wedding 
coverage used Amazon 
Rekognition to identify 
guests in real time as they 
arrived at the chapel

The project was delivered in 3 
months by using AWS partners

Winner of the 2018 Live-Streaming 
Initiative of the Year at the Digital TV 

Content Innovation Awards



Event broadcasting enrichment



Netflix uses AWS for nearly all 
its computing and storage 
needs, including databases, 
analytics, recommendation 
engines, video transcoding, 
and more
“

we can deliver the 
most compelling services to our members.”

—Neil Hunt

Chief Product Officer, Netflix

Benefit

• Application achieves near-

zero downtime

• Massive scalability and elasticity

• Transcoding entire library to ~60 

output renditions

• Engineers and developers focus 

on strategic initiatives, not 

maintaining servers

Solution

• Nearly 100% of its online 

video service on AWS

• Global uses Amazon EC2, 

Amazon S3, Amazon SQS, 

Amazon EMR, AWS 

Lambda, etc.

• 30–50k EC2 instances

Challenge

• Massive scale 

and elasticity



Quickly scale winning ideas

Constraints Possibilities

Innovative ideas die on the vine due 
to long implementation cycles

Reduce time to market from 
idea to implementation

Lack of processing power 
limits ability to enhance customer 
experience

Enable massive scale, creating a constant 
feedback loop and better customer 
experience

Limited scaling into new market and 
customer segments

Scale globally, opening up new geographies 
and customer segments



AWS global platform

AWS global infrastructure
• 22 Regions with 69 Availability Zones

• 4 Regions coming soon: Indonesia, Italy, 

South Africa, and Spain

210 Amazon CloudFront 

PoPs
• 199 edge locations

• 11 regional edge caches

• 78 cities across 37 countries

AWS global network

• Redundant 100 GbE network

• Aims for 100% encryption between 

facilities

• Private network capacity between

all AWS Regions (except China)



McDonald’s brings 
home delivery to 
market in 4 months
“This was a 4-month duration for us—from 
idea to development to massive scale. That's 
the new norm that we see every day.”

—Thilina Gunasinghe 

Chief Technology Architect, McDonald’s

Cost sensitive—

selling hamburgers!

Multicountry 

support, each 

with multiple 

delivery partners

Scalability and 

reliability to deliver 

more than 1 million 

orders per hour



Fortnite uses 
scalable analytics to 
grow revenue
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3M digital strategy
Accelerate and transform R&D and manufacturing 
productivity with cool CRSL epic stuff 



IoT and AI applied to current manufacturing processes 
with current and future manufacturing technologies

CV for 
manufacturing lines

Process informatics 
for 3M Manufacturing



People and culture: How we work

CRSL operating committee

Team tread 
(future research backlog)

Team transformers 
(scrum coaching/training)



People and culture: How we work
Materials research

4 scrum teams

11 CRSL

4 CPRL

1 CRAL

6 CRML

Industrial IoT 

4 scrum teams

8 CRSL

7 CPRL

4 AWS







China Japan

Europe



600 people

70+ projects

Company-wide

5 countries







Best Demo—

ShelfSense

St. Paul prizewinners

Most Innovative—

Internet of Wounds

Best in Show—

Winder Safety

Judges’ Choice—

Smart Filters for 

Apartments & Hotels

McKnight Cup Team Award—

Art of the Possible

Biggest Level Up—

Allergy Alert
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Talent

Speed and 

productivity:

A 3M model

Speed and productivity 

in the AWS model

Focus on 
what matters

Scale 
ideas quickly

Democratization 
of capabilities

Rapid 
experimentation



UNICEF launched their 
#imagine project on 
AWS to reach a global 
audience in a more agile 
and cost-effective way

“To make sure that the world we imagine for 
children is heard loud and clear by key 
decision makers, the UNICEF Imagine team is 
hugely grateful to the AWS team for their 
continued support of this project. We chose 
AWS for the scalability, availability, and 
global reach. And as a result, we now have 
some peace of mind that this idea may 
work.”

—David Ohana

Chief of Brand, UNICEF

https://vastwww.s3.amazonaws.com/videos/vastvideo14747336131.webm


Imagine differentiating your business

From

To



AWS Professional Services

Skills and experience from AWS 

experts to supplement your team

AWS Training  and Certification

Build cloud fluency across your 

organization, develop skills, and validate 

expertise

AWS Managed Services

Offload day-to-day AWS infrastructure 

management and operation

AWS Support

Go beyond reactive break-fix with 

proactive support programs

AWS IQ

A marketplace of AWS-

certified third-party experts

AWS customer enablement
Migrate and build faster in the cloud

APN Partners

A global network of APN Partners 

with deep AWS expertise
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AWS Training and Certification for the enterprise
Resources to help your organization build cloud skills and achieve business objectives

Cost savings 

(TCO)

Staff 

productivity

Operational 

resilience
Business

agility

Digital training Classroom training AWS Certification Enterprise resources Talent pipeline

Comprehensive skill development plan for broad cloud fluency

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/enterprise



Thank you!
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